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Sensory Direct

Welcome to our new catalogue for 2015-16
Sensory Direct have been developing and manufacturing weighted therapy products in the UK since
2005. We are the preferred supplier to many schools, therapists, charities & NHS Trusts, in addition to
countless parents and carers.
 The products we manufacture have been CE tested and registered with the Medical Healthcare &
Regulatory Authority in the UK and our aim is to design and manufacture high quality products which are
safe, effective and value for money.

 With these aims in mind we have sourced a range of quality products for use in the home, school, clinic,
sensory room or anywhere you may need them.   As parents of an Autistic son with profound sensory
needs we understand the need for good quality products, reasonably priced and delivered quickly to your
door - most orders are despatched to you within 2-3 working days.

 This catalogue shows a wide variety of the products we stock - we are growing all the time so please visit
www.sensorydirect.com  to see the full range and new products.

 We welcome your feedback and ideas for new products..........please get in touch by email or telephone.  

 Best wishes

 Andrew & Anjee Caws  

How to Order

Via our website www.sensorydirect.com :  This is the fastest and easiest way to order ensuring your
goods are despatched to you in the quickest possible time.   Payments can be made by credit card or
bank transfer.

•

Telephone : please call 01905 670500 - option 1 to speak to our sales team.  •
Purchase Order : Schools, NHS Trusts, Charities and Healthcare Professionals can place a Purchase
Order.   Purchase orders can be emailed, faxed or posted.

•

Online Account : visit www.sensorydirect.com  and register an account with us - once approved, you
can then place a Purchase Order online.

•

Prices exclude VAT, however many products are eligible for VAT exemption (see back cover for more
details).

•

SENSORY DIRECT (UK) LTD, UNIT 12B SHRUB HILL IND EST, WORCESTER, WR4 9EL
TEL : 01905 670500      FAX : 0870 169 8593     EMAIL : sales@sensorydirect.com
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A Quick Guide to Sensory Integration

Sensory integration is the ability to receive, process and make use of information from the world
around us. It allows us to make an appropriate, adaptive response to meet the demands of the
environment. For most of us this is occurring all the time without us having to think about it – we
are not even aware that it is happening!

In addition to the five external senses of Sight, Hearing, Smell, Taste & Touch (the Tactile sense),
there are two lesser known Internal Senses :

Vestibular – this is our sense of movement & balance which comes from tiny receptors in the
inner ear. It tells us if we are moving, how fast and it what direction. It also tells us where our
body is in relation to the ground (gravity). 

•

Proprioception – this is our sense of body awareness and position. It tells us where our body
and body parts are without having to look at them (when you close your eyes you still know
where your limbs are). Tiny receptors in our joints, muscles and ligaments sense information
and send it to the brain.

•

Children actively seek out activities that provide sensory experience of movement and body
position such as jumping, swinging and spinning. It is perfectly natural for children to enjoy
movement and sensations that promote development and organise the brain. 

For some children (and adults) the senses don’t integrate properly which can make everyday
activities and tasks problematic. This is a recognised medical condition called Sensory Processing
Disorder (SPD).

SPD can display itself in many different forms and the daily issues faced by those who suffer
from it differs from person to person. In this brochure we offer some products which may be
useful as part of a SENSORY DIET. Many of these solutions come from personal experience and
from talking to other parents, carers and professional over the past ten years.

We thoroughly recommend that you consult a qualified Occupational Therapist when
constructing a suitable sensory diet.  Everyone is different and what works for one person may
not be suitable for someone else.

Some children (and adults) with SPD are SENSORY SEEKING and it has been found that weight
and deep pressure can be beneficial to sensory seekers. 
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Some signs of impaired PROPRIOCEPTION
Seeking out movement – excessive jumping, running, crashing, hanging, pulling and pushing•
Craves bearhugs, rough play and being squeezed•
Using excessive force (or not enough force) on fine motor activities such as dressing, writing,
stringing beads etc

•

Chewing on clothing and other objects•
Poor posture and under developed muscle tone•
Difficulty settling at night and interupted sleep•
Poor motor planning•
Un coordinated movement•

Some signs of an impaired VESTIBULAR sense
Constantly “on the go”•
Cannot sit still and fidgets excessively•
Difficulty concentrating and remaining “on task”•
Craves fast movement such as spinning (and never gets dizzy)•
Uncoordinated and may appear clumsy•
Poor concentration•
Closely linked to Auditory sense and therefore maybe the reason for sensitivity to certain
noises such as hand driers, vacuum cleaners etc

•

Some signs of TACTILE sensitivity
Dislike of certain food textures•
Dislike of labels and seams in clothes•
Averse to haircuts, hair washing and showers•
Likes to bite and chew on clothes and other objects•
Likes messy play•

There are different types of touch pressure – LIGHT TOUCH (such as lightly stroking the skin) can
be distressing for someone with SPD. DEEP PRESSURE such as a tight hug stimulates the
proprioceptive system and can be comforting. VIBRATION – can be comforting for some children
with SPD.

The symptoms describes above are not exhaustive and tend to be displayed by those that are
SENSORY SEEKING. Other children maybe sensory averse and may try to avoid activities such as
climbing, jumping, spinning etc as they find such activities distressing.
You may have noticed that all these senses are closely linked and that some signs of sensory
issues are common to more than one of the senses. For example sensory seeking children who
cannot sit still, fidget excessively and like vigorous play are likely to have Proprioceptive,
Vestibular and Tactile sensitivities.
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Weighted Blanket - Adjustable

Weighted blankets are a safe and effective way of helping sensory seeking children and adults calm
their body for sleep.    

 Weighted blankets can......

promote a calming effect •
encourage relaxation and better sleep•
provide and safe and effective therapeutic solution•
relieve anxiety and ease transistions•
prevent melt-downs and repetitive behaviours•

The weighted pocket blanket has interchangeable weights making it the most flexible and durable
blanket available.  The calming weight is contained in uniquely designed tamper proof pockets
ensuring even weight distribution.  As your child grows simply add more weight.

Machine washable at 60 degrees.  

 A range of  protective covers available.

 Code  Blanket weight
Approximate User

weight
Price

 WBP25NAV  2.5kg  3-4 stone (19-25kg) £108.95

 WBP30NAV  3.0kg  4-5 stone (25-32kg) £112.95

 WBP36NAV  3.6kg  5-6 stone (32-38kg) £116.95

 WBP45NAV  4.5kg  7-9 stone (45-57kg) £120.95

 WBP60NAV  6.0kg  10-13 stone (64-83kg) £126.95

  WBP70NAV  7.0kg 13 stone + (83kg +) £132.95
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Large Weighted Blanket

Large Weighted Pocket Blanket measuring 200cm x 135cm (single duvet size).   Uses the interchangeable
pocket system to enable weight to be increased or reduced as needed.

  Ideal for use at night for older children and adults. - a safe and effective way of helping sensory seeking
children and adults calm their body for sleep.    Weighted blankets can relieve anxiety, ease transitions and

promote a calming effect.

  Washable at 60 degrees C.  CE tested and MHRA registered (Class 1 Medical device)

  A range of fire retardant covers are available.

 Eligible for VAT exemption

Code Blanket weight User weight Price

XLB32NAV 3.2kg 4-6 stone (25-38 kg) £128.95

XLB45NAV 4.5kg 7-9 stone (45-57 kg) £133.95

XLB60NAV 6.0kg 10-13 stone (64-83 kg) £138.95

XLB70NAV 7.0kg 13-16 stone (83-104 kg) £143.95

XLB80NAV 8.0kg 16 stone+ (104 kg +) £148.95

 "My son slept all night for the first time in years, now that we have a weighted blanket it worked a treat!"
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Classic Weighted Blankets
Our original weighted blanket with weights sewn into small individual cells, making these blankets ideal for

wrapping around the shoulders or using in a sensory room.

 Also great on a bed - large or small.      The weight in the blankets applies deep pressure to the touch
receptors in the muscles, joints and ligaments helping the individual feel more in tune with their body and

limbs imparting a soothing and calming effect.

 Measures 140cm x 110cm.   CE approved and registered as a Class 1 Medical Device with the MHRA.           
 Machine washable at 40degrees C

 Available in Blue, Green or Red as a stock item.  Other colours can be made on request.  Other weights can
be made on request - please call for a quote.

 Eligible for VAT Exemption

 Code  Blanket weight  User weight Price

OWB25 2.5kg 3-4 stone (18 - 25kg) £110.95

OWB30  3.0kg  4-5 stone (25-32 kg) £113.95

 OWB36  3.6kg  5-6 stone (32-38 kg) £116.95

 OWB45  4.5kg  7-9 stone (45-57 kg) £122.95

 OWB60 6.0kg  10 - 13 stone  (64-83kg) £128.95

OWB70 7.0kg 13 stone + (83kg +) £134.95
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Wipe Clean (Fire Retardant) Weighted Blanket
Made to the same high specification as our classic blanket, these new blankets are made from a wipe

clean material for easy cleaning and care.  

The blankets are fire retardant and have been independently tested to comply to BBS5852 (part 1 : 1979)
and BS7175 (part 3 : 1989)

 Weighted blankets can …

promote a calming effect •
encourage relaxation and better sleep•
relieve anxiety and ease transistions•
prevent melt-downs and repetitive behaviours•

 Eligible for VAT Exemption

Code Blanket weight User weight Price

FRB30BLU 3.0kg 4-5 stone (25-32kg) £120.95

FRB36BLU 3.6kg 5-6 stone (32-38kg) £125.95

FRB45BLU 4.5kg 7-9 stone (45-57kg) £130.95

FRB60BLU 6.0kg 10 stone + (64kg+) £136.95
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Midi (Small) Weighted Blanket
A smaller weighted blanket measuring 110cm x 90cm. Ideal for smaller

children (on a cot bed), or for use on the sofa or in the car.
 Available in 2kg, 3kg or 4kg.  Machine washable to 60 degrees C.

Code Weight Colour Price
MWB20 2kg Blue / Red / Green £87.95

MWB30 3kg Blue / Red / Green £89.95

MWB40 4kg Blue / Red / Green £93.95

Weighted Blanket Covers - SBC

100% cotton covers to protect and customise your weighted blanket.

Code Size Colour Price
SBC01BLU 150cm x 120cm Royal Blue £15.95

SBC01PIN 150cm x 120cm Pink £15.95

SBC01CRM 150cm x 120cm Cream £15.95

SBC01BEE 150cm x 120cm Cars & Lorries £18.95

SBC01DIG 150cm x 120cm Diggers £18.95

SBC01MON 150cm x 120cm Jungle Animals £18.95

SBC01TRN 150cm x 120cm Trains £18.95

SBC01PRI 150cm x 120cm Princess £18.95

SBC01OTR 150cm x 120cm On The Road £18.95

SBC01BUT 150cm x 120cm Butterflies £18.95

SBC10XGR/XBL/NAV 200cm x 135cm Fire Retardant Blue/Green/Navy £20.95
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Weighted Lap Pads

Lap Pads apply calming deep pressure to the lap and upper legs whilst the user is sitting down making them ideal for use
in the classroom, at reading time, at the table, in the car etc.  The weight has a calming effect helping attention span and

reducing excessive fidgeting.
 Also available in fire retardant materials (BS5852 (part 1 : 1979) & BS7175 (part 3 : 1989).  As well as being fire retardant

these lap pads are made of a material that is water resistant making them easy to care for and wipe clean.  Ideal for use in
school or at the dinner table.

 Available in 2 weights - 1kg for children, 2kg for older children and adults

 CE approved.  Class 1 Medical Device

 ELIGIBLE FOR VAT EXEMPTION

 Code  Weight  Colour  Price

 LPP10  1kg  Blue / Red / Green  £35.95

 LPP20  2kg  Blue /Red / Green  £45.95

 FRB10LPP  1kg  Fire retardant / Wipe clean  £37.95

 FRB20LPP  2kg  Fire retardant / Wipe clean  £47.95
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Weighted Jacket
The deep pressure provided by weighted jackets has a "calming and organising" effect on the body's proprioceptive

system. Recommended by OTs for use in the classroom to increase attention span and reduce fidgeting.  They can also be
used at home or out and about to ease anxiety and help prevent melt downs.

 Designed and made in the UK, our jackets have weight pockets on the shoulders giving deep pressure where it's really
needed. Further weight can be added around the body.

 Available in Fleece or Shell - looking good with or without weights!    

Colours available Navy Blue, Bottle Green & Burgundy Red. ELIGIBLE FOR VAT EXEMPTION

Code Jacket Size Chest (inches) Weight Price

WFL01 X Small child 21 - 24" 1.8kg £63.95

WFL02 Small child 24 - 27" 2.0kg £66.95

WFL03 Medium child 27 - 30" 2.3kg £69.95

WFL04 Large child 30 - 34" 2.5kg £72.95

WFL05 Small adult 34 - 38" 3.0kg £81.95

WFL06 Medium adult 38 - 42" 3.5kg £84.95

WFL07 Large adult 42 - 46" 3.5kg £87.95
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Weighted Hoody

The Weighted Hoody is designed to provide all the therapeutic benefits of a weighted jacket in a cool, wearable style.
 The deep pressure provided has a calming and organising effect on the bodys proprioceptive system.

 The inner lining of our Hoodies contains a total of 8 pockets which are strategically placed for the insertion of weights -
discreetly located on the shoulders, around the waist and in the hood. All weights are removable for easy washing.

 Pair up with our Deep Pressure Vest for the ultimate combination of weight and deep pressure

 ELIGIBLE FOR VAT EXEMPTION

Code Jacket size Chest Weight Price

WHD01BLU Small / Med Child 27" / 68cm 2.1kg £74.95

WHD02BLU Med / Large Child 33" / 84cm 2.3kg £77.95

 WHD03BLU XL Child / Small Adult 38" / 96cm 2.8kg £80.95

WHD04BLU Med/Large Adult 43" / 110cm 3.3kg £84.95

WHD05BLU Large/XL Adult 48" / 120cm 3.5kg £91.95
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Deep Pressure "Bearhug" Vest
Our compression vest applies deep pressure and proprioceptive
feedback to the body and shoulders. No weight is used - deep
pressure is applied to the body by the tight wrapping of the vest
around the body.Challenging and sensory seeking behaviours are
often reduced with the application of deep pressure. Made from
anti-bacterial neoprene.

 ELIGIBLE FOR VAT EXEMPTION

Code Size Age Price

DPV05BLK Small Age 3-7 years £45.95

DPV10BLK Medium Age 7-14 years £49.95

DPV20BLK Large Age 14 years+ £53.95

Weighted Compression Vest
Weighted deep pressure vest is made to calm and provide steady
proprioceptive input, as the combined pressure and weight functions as a
reassuring deep hug.

 Made of neoprene, the vests are designed for comfort with soft mesh
material on the sides to increase air flow and ventilation.

 Weights are safely positioned in pockets inside the vest and can be
added or removed.

WCV01 - Chest size XXS 22 to 25 ins/Age 2-3 £62.95•
WCV02 - Chest size XS - 23 to 29 ins/ Age 3-5 £64.95•
WCV03 - Chest size S - 26 to 33 ins / Age 5-9 £66.95•
WCV04 - Chest size M - 32 to 38 ins / Age 10+ £68.95•
WCV05 - Chest size L - 36 to 44ins / Small Adult  £70.95•
WCV06 - Chest size XL - 42 to 48 ins / Large Adult £72.95•
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Sensory Hug Shirt - long sleeve

The same comfortable hug design as the short sleeve but with long sleeves

Code Size Width Price

CSL15 WHITE or
NAVY

XXS (3-5 yrs) 26cm £19.95

CSL01 WHITE or
NAVY

XS (5-7 yrs) 28cm £19.95

CSL02 WHITE or
NAVY

Small (8-10 yrs) 30cm £19.95

CSL03 WHITE or
NAVY

Medium (10-12
yrs)

32cm £19.95

CSL04 WHITE or
NAVY

Large (12-14 yrs) 34cm £19.95

CSL05 WHITE or
NAVY

X Large (14+ yrs) 36cm £19.95

Sensory Hug Shirt - Short sleeve
Extremely comfortable, yet tight-fitting shirts designed to provide all day
deep pressure support and sensory feedback
Now extra long, thereby preventing them from ´riding up´ during wear.
Made in the UK of high quality cotton Lycra.

White or Navy.

No labels and flat seams. Washes at 40°C.

Code Size Shirt width Price

CSS15
WHITE/NAVY

XXS ( 3 - 5 yrs) 26cm £19.95

CSS01
WHITE/NAVY

XSmall (5 - 7 yrs) 28cm £19.95

CSS02
WHITE/NAVY

Small (8 - 10 yrs) 30cm £19.95

CSS03
WHITE/NAVY

Medium (10 - 12
yrs)

32cm £19.95

CSS04
WHITE/NAVY

Large (12 14 yrs) 34cm £19.95

CSS05
WHITE/NAVY

XLarge (14 yrs +) 36cm £19.95
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Wrist / Ankle Weights

£19.95

A pair of wrist/ankle weights for proprioceptive input.
 Small  - each weight 150 grams and is 23 cm long.   Large -

each weight 250grams and 28cm long 

Weighted Cap

£21.95

Weighted Cap weighing 270 grams.   Weight sewn into the rim
for sensory input and comfort.  One size (age 5 yrs to Adult)

Shoulder wrap LPP08SWB

£35.95

Shoulder wraps apply calming deep pressure to the
shoulders making them ideal for use in the classroom, at

reading time, at the table, in the car etc. 800grms.

Tactile Weight Bags

YWT05WBB               £15.95

So many uses for these Weighted Tactile Beanbags and so
many textures to explore! Each set contains 5 beanbags in 5

different textures.
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Peanut Balls are a great therapy tool to help develop balance and coordination. The shape of the ball
makes it more stable than a gym ball (the ball will only move forwards and backwards) helping to
develop confidence as well as balance, co-ordination and core strength. Use in therapy or as a fun play
item for sensory seekers.

Our own range of Peanut Balls come in a range of sizes, are CE marked and Anti Burst. Bull discounts
available - please call for details

The maximum diameter is the height of the ball (on its side) when fully inflated. The ball will still
function when not inflated to the maximum but will be sightly softer and slightly smaller.

What size? To determine your ideal size measure from the armpit to the tip of the fingers. This should
correspond to within 5cm of the size ball required.

Code Max Ball Diameter Ball length Price

PNA40YEL 40cm (Yellow) 80cm £19.95

PNA50ORA 50cm (Orange) 95cm £23.95

PNA60GRE 60cm (Green) 115cm £29.95

PNA70BLU 70cm (Blue) 135cm £34.95

Prices exclude VAT

Anti Burst Sensory Peanut Balls
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Junior Wedge Cushion 26cm
£12.95

Junior tactile wedge cushion to help improve posture, provide
sensory feed back and calm fidgeters, helping children to

remain focused for longer.

Sensory Wobble Cushion 35cm
£12.95

Dynamic air cushion that encourages correct posture to help
concentration.  Can be used to sit on a chair, on the floor or
to stand on the develop balance.  Easy to inflate.  Measures

35cm

Senior Wedge Cushion 35cm
£16.95

Large Tactile wedge cushion to help improve posture,
provide sensory feed back and calm fidgeters, helping to

remain focused for longer.

Large Wobble Cushion 45cm
£20.95

Large Wobble Cushion. Use on a chair or on the floor to sit or
stand on to practice balance, build core strength and

promote correct posture.
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Body Sock

Our 4 way stretch lycra 'body sock' is an allround movement, proprioceptive, tactile, and deep pressure experience. An
essential part of any sensory diet to reinforce resistive awareness and encourage creative movement

Once inside, the stretchy material gently resists your movements encouraging experimentation. Resistant walls provide a
tactile means of self-referencing that improves body awareness, and assists in developing spatial awareness through
balance and resistance

Available in 3 sizes :

Small : 100cm long x 60cm wide (opening 60cm) - suitable for children 1.1m to 1.4m tall £27.95•
Medium : 120cm long x 68cm (opening 63cm) - suitable for children 1.3m to 1.6m tall £29.95•
Large : 145cm long x 70cm wide (opening 65cm) - suitable for children 1.6m to 1.9m tall £32.95•

Resistance Loop

The Resistance Loop is circular piece of lycra that can be used on the floor or a chair to help children who fidget and find
sitting still for any length of time a challenge.
The child effectively sits inside the loop (with head popped out of the top) and then they can use 4 way stretch material to
provide resistance to arms and legs. Place over a chair the loop child can push their legs and feet against the loop satisfying
the desire to swing their legs, wriggle or shift around in their seat.  Can also be used on the floor at circle time to aid
concentration and reduce fidgeting.

Available in Blue, Red & Green.  Comes complete in a with a hanging, storage bag.

Small : 70cm long x 36cm wide (opening 26cm at each end)      £26.95•
Medium : 80cm long x 46cm (opening 33cm at each end)          £29.95•
Large : 100cm long x 60cm wide (opening 43cm at each end)   £32.95•
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Bean Bags

Our Bean Bags are made from a water resistant, fire retardant fabric (to Crib 5) making them ideal for use in schools, medical
establishments and other environments where a higher fire retardancy rating is required.

They can also be left outside in all weather!  

We sell a range of styles and sizes to suit all environments all at very reasonable prices making them great value for money.

Style Colours Size Prices

Beanbag Chair Blue / Green/ Red
Small / Med / Large / XL /
XXL

£40.95 / £51.95 / £64.95 /
£74.95 / £99.95

Beanbag Slab Blue / Green / Red / Pink
Small / Med / Large / XL /
XXL

£46.95 / £50.95 / £63.95 /
£71.95 / £104.95

Round Beanbag Blue / Green/ Red / Sky Blue Large / XL / XXL £36.95 / £45.95 / £53.95

Beanbag Cube
Blue / Green/ Red / Pink /
Sky Blue

Med / Large / XL / XXL £36.95 / £45.95 / £53.95

Beanbag Sofa Blue / Green/ Red XL / XXL / XXXL £83.95 / £99.95 / £156.95
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Indoor Swing Set - 4 piece combo set
£179.95

Swinging heightens the body's vesitbular system and body awareness, sending positive signals to the
brain.   Helps the sensory seekers calm down and centre their bodies.  

 The 4 piece combo kit offers great value for money and contains :
Support bar•
Strap swing (holds upto 7 stone)•
Trapeze bar (holds upto 7 stone) •
Net swing (holds upto 12 stone) •

This unit fits almost any doorway (29" to 36" in width) - easy to set up and safe to use.

 This package is a great solution for children that need to release energy while indoors. If it’s rainy or snowy
outside, swinging is still an option! All you need is a doorframe!

 The Strap Swing allows your child to swing back and forth. This helps to build muscle tone and also provides
vestibular input to your child’s body.

 The Net Swing is cradles and gently rocks the body which can have a calming effect on your child.
 The Trapeze Bar can be used in two ways: just the bar, or the bar and the handles together. The Trapeze Bar
allows your child to hang upside down to get a different level of input. It is also a great way to build muscle

tone.
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Net Swing & Support Bar
£129.95

The Indoor Net swing and support
bar allows your child to have a

relaxing, calming swing in
complete safety - whatever the
weather. The net to stretches to

fit any child or adult (upto 12
stone in weight). The Net can be

used in a prone or sitting position.
It cradles and puts pressure on the
child´s sides so they feel safe and
secure, giving total body support

and even pressure. Use for
swinging, lounging, or reading a

book.

The support bar can also be used
to attach all other attachments in
the Playaway range.    The Bar can

be purchased separately for
£74.95

Playaway Glider
£119.95

The One Seated Glider is a swing
that works on increasing muscle
strength of the arms, legs, and

stomach while your child
concentrates on having fun! It

also takes coordination of the legs
and arms to get the pumping

action mastered to get the swing
moving. Maximum weight  5

stone / 55lbs / 25kg

Fits easily onto the Playaway
Support bar which can be

mounted in any doorway (sold
separately).   Age 3-10 yrs

2 in 1 Platform Swing
139.95

The platform swing enables
parents and therapists to work

with children on vestibular
orientation, linear acceleration,

balance reactions and motor
planning. Children can swing in

prone, kneeling or standing
position.A great swing to teach
balance skills, provide instant

vestibular stimulation and work on
postural adjustments. Use as a

Platform swing when attached to
the Support Bar (sold separately)
or remove the detachable bars

and use it on the floor as a
spinning board.
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Chewbuddy Sensory Chew

Children with autism or other special needs often have a need to chew - they might start with their hands, their
shirt, or other handy item, but eventually, parents realise that it is probably safer, cleaner, and more purposeful for
their child to have specific items for chewing.

We wanted to create a chewy product for kids that was also fun to fidget with and came up with the chewbuddy in
the shape of a stick man!

A safe alternative to chewing on fingers, cuffs, pencils and toys.•
A oral tactile fidget toy for sensory seekers craving proprioceptive feedback•
Made from medical grade, FDA approved material, with NO phthalates, PVC, BPA, or latex.•
Can be sterilsed or cleaned by popping in the dishwasher•
Class 1 Device as regulated by the Medicines and healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) and CE
approved

•

Available in Blue, Red, Green & Purple - all colours come with a safety lanyard included

Pack Size Colours Product code Price

Single Chewbuddy + lanyards Blue/Red/Green/Purple CBD01 BLU/RED/GRE/PUR £7.49

Pack of 2 Chewbuddies +
lanyards

Blue/Red/Green/Purple/Mix
any 2

CBD03pack2 £11.95

Pack of 4 Chewbuddies +
lanyards

Blue/Red/Green/Purple/Mix
any 4

CBD05pack4 £19.95

Pack of 10 Chewbuddies +
lanyards

Blue/Red/Green/Purple/Mix
any 10

CBD10pack10 £45.95

WARNING: Whilst the Chewbuddy has great bite resistance it is not indestructible and the Chewbuddy 1 is not
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Chewbuddy Tubes

New multi functional Chewbuddy Tubes made from medical grade material.  Can be used as :

a chewy pencil topper for those that like to chew and mouth pencils and pens•
a pencil grips to help handwriting and pen control•
hoody toggles for those that chew clothes and cords•
a chewy necklace when put on a safety cord or lanyard•

Fits all standard pens and pencils. - helps boost concentration and focus.
Available in Blue, Red, Green & Purple

Pack of 2 (one smooth / one knobbly)                   £4.95
Pack of 4 (two smooth / two knobbly)                   £7.95

Chewbuddy Super

A chewy for more aggressive chewers - quite possible the strongest special
needs chew on the market.

Measuring 8cm across the Chewbuddy Super Oral Motor Chew is made from a
solid piece of medical grade material with raised ridges and dimples add texture

for additional sensory input. 
Available in Blue, Red and Green.

Each chewy comes with a detachable safety lanyard allowing it to be worn
around the neck.

£8.95 each - 15.95 pack of 2 - £28.95 pack of 4 - £64.95 pack of 10
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Z Vibe Oral Motor Tool

£28.95

Animal Oral Motor Tools (set of
3)

Ark Grabber Chewy Smooth

£7.95

Z Vibe Grabber Oral Motor Tool

£30.95

Bite N Chew Tips

£9.95

TIps Book for the Z-Vibe

£16.95

Ark Grabber Textured Chewy

£7.95

TriChew

£8.95

Vibrating
Oral Motor
Tools and

Chews
Vibration and Chewing can
help to calm and to control
repetitive behaviours and

stimming
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Sensory Den

59.95

Sensory Pod White

72.95

Sensory Den Play Box

33.95

Blackout Sensory Pod

£72.95

Sensory Cube

£49.95

Large Sensory Den TSD30DEA

£109.95

Cube & Light Up Toy Jar

£59.95

Slimline Projector - MSM01PRS

87.95

Sensory Dens
Provide a cost effective and
convenient alternative to a

sensory room.   Ideal for use
with projectors and UV light
up toys these black out dens

can be set up and taken
down in minutes.
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Starlight Projector

£6.75

Aduki Mood Light

£33.95

Twilight Turtle Lights

£23.95

Light Up Toy Jar

£24.95

Kaleidoscope Lamp

£8.25

Bubble Tube

£39.95

Going Light Ball

£7.95

Shake n Shine Light

£3.95

Light Up Toys
We have a large range of

safe and cost effective light
up toys. We also have a

range of great value light up
toys pack  - for the full range

please visit our website. 
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Peanut Massage Ball

£39.95

Body Balls

16.95

Didi Car

£39.95

Balance Pods pack of 6

£24.95

Bilibo - rocking & spinning toy

£18.95

Scooter Board

£19.95

Parachutes

£9.95

Sit n Gym Ball

£17.95

Gross Motor
& Balance

Toys and games for gross
motor skills, balance and fun!
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Tangle Junior ZTG01TJR

£2.95

Tangle Therapy

£6.50

Large Tangle Texture

11.95

Small Tangle Texture

£3.49

Tangle Fuzzy

£3.95

Tangle Hairy

£6.95

Tangle Texture Metallic

£4.95

Tangle Packs

£19.95

Tangles
Tangles are great fidget toys

which help develop fine
motor skills, concentration,
focus and to build hand and

finger strength.
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Tactile Resistance Rings (set of 4)

£6.95

Skwish Tactile Fidget Toy

£10.00

10 piece Fidget Toy Pack

£19.95

Therapy Putty

£3.95

Resistance Bands

£8.95

Touchables Texture Squares

£16.00

No Mess PlayFoam

£4.00

Weighted Cuddly Animals

£9.95

Resistance
Tactile and

Focus 4 Fidgets
Therapy Tools and Fun Toys!
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Time Activity Mat

£30.00

Magnetic Money

£12.00

Money Activity Mat

£29.00

12 Hour Student Clock

£6.00

Wooden Lacing Shoe

£6.00

Basic Skills Board

£13.00

TomTag Daily Organiser

£8.25

Where's Howies Owie

£17.00

Life Skills
Educational games & toys to

make learning some
essential life skills more fun.

 We have a wide range of
learning aids for skills such as

telling the time and
understanding money.
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6 Social & Emotional Skills
Games

£19.99

Fun Decks

£11.95

6 Language Development Board
Games

£19.99

6 Speaking & Listening Skills
Board Games

£19.99

6 Comprehension Board Games

£19.99

Sensory Diet Cards

£26.95

Faces & Feelings YEA14FAF

£33.30

6 Social Skills Board Games

£19.99

Games
Games for social skills, speech
& language and other life skills.
 Fun Decks are card packs that
cover a range of topics from
motor skills to life skills and
emotions.  For the full range

please visit our website. 
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Peanut Massage Roll

£3.50

Set of 3 Sensory Brushes

£9.95

Massage Balls set of 3

£4.95

Sensory Massage Set

£19.95

Body Massager + LEDs

£5.50

Therapressure Brush

£7.95

Senseez Vibrating Cushions

£36.95

Vibrating Pillow

£16.95

Massage &
Vibration

Massage and Vibration can be
beneficial to those with tactile
defensiveness helping to calm

and relax.
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Time Timer 20cm - TIM08MED

£25.95

Ear Defenders

from £9.95

Idiom of the Week chart

£14.00

Time Tracker

£24.00

Time Tracker Mini

£18.00

Pop Up Partition

£13.50

Classroom Light Filters

£26.95

Recordable Visual Timetable

£23.95

Classroom
resources

Timers and other great ideas
for the special needs

classroom.
See our website for more

great products
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Pencil Grip Ridged (x10)

£3.75

Writing Slope

£21.95

 

Writing Claw (x5)

£8.95

Pencil Grips Combi Pack (x22)

£22.95

Chewy Pencil Toppers (x8)

£13.95

Posturite Writing Slope

£44.95

Pencil Grips Ultra (x5)

£7.95

Foam Grips (x6)

£8.95

Writing Aids
Pencil grips, chewy pencil

toppers and writing slopes.  
 Help with handwriting, motor
skills, pencil skills and painting,
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Sensory Break Box

£69.95
Contains : 
1kg Lap Pad   -   Shoulder Weight   -    Ear Defenders
Tangle   -    Chewbuddy   -   Massage Ball   -   Light up
swing ball.   

Complete with storage box.

Value Calming Kit

£189.95
- 3kg Classic Weighted Blanket  (Blue or Red)
-  Wipe clean 1kg Lap Pad (Blue)
- 800g weighted scarf  -  Deep Pressure vest
- Weighted  Bean Bag set  -  Junior Wedge Cushion 
- Weighted Therapy Book

Sensory Balls Pack

£149.95
 - Peanut Balls x 4 (40cm , 50cm, 60cm & 70cm)
- Sensory Massage Balls x 9 (3 x 6cm, 3 x 8cm, 3 x
10cm)
- Peanut Massage Ball 60cm x 1
- Koosh Balls x 12
- Puffer Ballx x 2
- Sensy Balls x 3
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VAT Exemption

Prices quoted in this brochure exclude VAT, however many of the items we sell qualify to be
VAT free (zero rated) provided they are being purchased by, or on behalf of someone who has
a condition such as Autism, Aspergers, SID etc . You do not need a diagnosis or statement or
special education needs - you simply need to declare that the goods are being for “personal
or domestic use”.   You can fill in the VAT exemption declaration on our website on checkout
or download the form from our website. 

 Charities qualify for VAT exemption where these conditions are met, however schools and
homes may not qualify as the goods are not for domestic use, however they may be able to
reclaim the VAT from Customs & Excise. If your organisation qualifies please download and
complete the VAT exemption declaration form below and send this with your order.  For
more details visit www.hmrc.gov.uk.

Sensory Direct (UK) Ltd, Unit 12B Shrub Hill Ind Est, Worcester, WR4 9EL

Tel : 01905 670500   Fax 0870 169 8593    email : info@sensorydirect.com
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